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Abstract With smart speakers diffusing into society, artificial intelligence is mov-
ing from the imaginative reservoirs of dystopian storytelling into vernacular living.
How do users perceive communication with it? Are Alexa and Siri considered simple
devices, sentient assistants, or even artificial friends? Based on nine qualitative inter-
views with former smart speaker users in Germany, this study analyzes smart speaker
use and related personal epistemologies within a media repertoire perspective. By
presenting six interrelated action-guiding principles explaining smart speaker use
and people’s ambivalent sensemaking, we argue that smart speakers appear neither
as friends nor as mere neutral devices to their users. The identified principles ex-
plain the peripheral role of smart speakers within media repertoires as handy but
suspicious gimmicks. For future smart speaker adoption, whether smart assistants
are interpreted as simple-minded, exploitative gimmicks or relevant, reliable, and
trustworthy companions will be crucial.

Keywords Media beliefs · Media ideologies · Smart assistants · Media repertoire ·
AI

1 Introduction

“Alexa, tell me a joke!” Without having to lift a finger, we now ask an artificial
intelligence (AI)—or at least devices marketed as such—to do the shopping, read out
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the weather forecast, adjust the lighting, or play ambient music. The manufacturers of
smart speakers advertise their speakers with integrated artificially intelligent voice-
assistants as charming everyday companions that can reliably assist their users and
even put smiles on their faces from time to time. Smart speakers appear to be
manifestations of a social development in which AI is increasingly becoming a part
of people’s everyday lives. Thus, AI is moving from the imaginative reservoirs of
dystopian storytelling into the center of society and vernacular living. The most
popular smart speakers on the global market are currently Amazon Echo, with the
virtual assistant Alexa, and Google Home, with Google Assistant (Tenzer 2022a),
with Amazon taking the largest market share, at 26.4% (Tenzer 2022b). Amazon
introduced its devices in September 2016 in Germany (Trenholm 2016), and Google
Home smart speakers were available from August 2017 (Bager 2017). In 2021, 20%
of the German population owned at least one smart speaker. 76% of them owned
an Amazon Echo, 13% owned Google Home, and 13% owned an Apple HomePod1

(Tenzer 2022b). How do users perceive communication with an AI? What kind of
conversation partners are Alexa and Siri considered to be? Are they regarded as just
handy devices, simple-minded aids, or household members—or do they even qualify
as artificial friends (Brandtzaeg et al. 2022)? With smart assistants as an AI-driven
innovation diffusing into society, it is essential to research how people use these
new devices and how they make sense of them in their daily lives. Research has
shown that people do not have a complete understanding of how algorithms work
(Alizadeh et al. 2020) and that they find it difficult to trust algorithms, AI in general,
and smart speakers in particular (Bucher 2017; Eslami et al. 2016; Ferrario et al.
2020; Glikson and Woolley 2020; Lomborg and Kapsch 2020; Pridmore and Mols
2020; Rader and Gray 2015; Siles et al. 2020; Toff and Nielsen 2018; Ytre-Arne
and Moe 2021). In this paper, we thus investigate the epistemological reasoning
related to smart agents and how these sense-making processes affect use and play
out in patterns of interaction. Individual sense-making does not occur in a void
but is, rather, embedded in social contexts and informed by discourses in society.
Within this trajectory, we use the combined framework of folk theories (Ytre-Arne
and Moe 2021), media ideologies (Gershon 2010), and personal epistemologies
of the media (Schwarzenegger 2020) to investigate how they shape thought and
action toward smart speaker use. In particular, we ask whether users approach their
devices merely with regard to functionality or as if they are engaging with an
actual personality. We aim to identify key principles explaining users’ individual
sensemaking regarding smart speakers and, relatedly, their communication with these
devices. According to the concept of folk theories and personal epistemologies, the
attitudes and expectations of would-be users regarding particular media technologies
are closely interwoven with patterns and ways of usage. This means that the everyday
use of smart speakers unveils the role users assign to the devices. Thus, we must
analyze actual smart speaker use in conjunction with users’ sensemaking processes
and folk theories regarding media technologies, beyond smart speakers alone. In
contemporary high-choice media environments and media-saturated societies, no
one device is used in isolation; rather, each device is always part of a larger media

1 Multiple answers were possible.
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ecology. In line with established media repertoire research (e.g., Hasebrink and Hepp
2017), the concept of personal epistemologies (Schwarzenegger 2020) thus indicates
that particular media, as part of a personalized repertoire, are made sense of and
shaped by the totality of available technologies and devices and the particular blend
of media used by an individual. Accordingly, use and related interpretations become
particularly clear when smart speaker use is considered within a media repertoire
perspective. This is how we approach the use of and sensemaking for smart assistants
in this paper.

2 Literature review: smart speakers in media repertoires and personal
epistemologies of their use

2.1 Media repertoires

Today, media have become an integral part of the human lifeworld, and the sheer
number of possibilities for media selection and use makes it more difficult and,
at the same time, even more necessary to grasp media repertoires (Hasebrink and
Hepp 2017, p. 364). A person’s media repertoire is the “entirety of media he or
she regularly uses” (Hasebrink and Domeyer 2012, p. 758). The media repertoire
approach examines the use of media as a social, meaningful practice and specific
behavioral patterns of users (Hasebrink and Domeyer 2012, p. 759). Users attribute
a specific meaning to each medium within their individual repertoires. Thus, the
use of a medium is related to the use of other media, is influenced by attributions
of meaning and perceptions, and appears to be independent of the actual uses that
a medium offers (Boczkowski et al. 2018). Therefore, media technologies can be
understood as an “environment of practice” (Madianou and Miller 2012, p. 173), and
these practices include normative, emotional attributions of meaning and conceptions
of users.

People’s perceptions of a medium influence their use of that medium, whereas
the perception of one specific medium is shaped against the totality of media at
an individual’s disposal at certain times. The individual’s beliefs about media
will shape how they utilize particular media, while they decide to use other
media differently or not at all. (Schwarzenegger 2020, p. 366)

Along these lines, the role of smart speakers for users only becomes clear when
the smart agents are elaborated in the context of the entire media repertoire. For
instance, when a user is very prone to using the newest technologies and familiar
with AI-supported media, the expectations regarding a smart speaker’s capabilities
will likely differ from those of less experienced users, and folk theories regarding
use and impact of smart agents may be more elaborate or accurate. In contrast,
users who have less experience with AI may base their personal reasoning on public
debate about the perils and potentials of AI and may be more easily disappointed
or overwhelmed by the actual performance of the technology. To date, there are
no studies that locate smart speakers in the individual media repertoire. Also, folk
theories have been studied with an emphasis on particular technologies, without
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treating them as an integral part of media repertoires. The concept of personal
epistemologies has not previously been used to investigate the sensemaking of AI
and interaction with smart agents. The integrated perspective adopted in this paper
can thus help us to better understand the relationship between the use of a particular
technology and its location in media repertoires, and the epistemological ground
shaping the use and being conversely shaped by the use.

In this paper, we explore how people use smart speakers alongside other media
(technologies), i.e., how smart speakers find their position in established media reper-
toires. We further ask how users’ personal epistemologies shape this smart speaker
use and the emergence, maintenance and (re)configuration (Peters and Schrøder
2018) of media repertoires over time. Therefore, this study addresses the following
research question:

RQ1 How do users communicate with their smart speakers, and what role do smart
speakers play within their individual media repertoire?

2.2 Research on smart speaker use

Previous studies on the adoption, use, and non-use of smart speakers allow initial
conclusions about the smart speaker’s potential role in media repertoires. The dom-
inant factor impacting the user acceptance of smart speakers is their great perceived
usefulness in daily life (Kowalczuk 2018, p. 425; McCloskey and Bennett 2020,
p. 51; Lau et al. 2018, p. 7). Furthermore, Lau et al. (2018, p. 7) show that re-
spondents’ perceived identity as an early adopter or desire to have such an image
are also driving factors that influence smart speaker adoption. McLean and Osei-
Frimpong show that utilitarian benefit, i.e., perceived benefits derived from using
the devices; symbolic benefit, i.e., the perception of the smart speaker as a status
symbol; and social benefit, i.e., the perception of social presence or even friendship
through interaction with the smart agent, significantly influence the intention to use
the device (McLean and Osei-Frimpong 2019, p. 28). Perceived risks regarding data
security and privacy exerted a negative effect on the use of voice assistants as a mod-
erator (McLean and Osei-Frimpong 2019, p. 28; see also Kowalczuk 2018, p. 426).
Lee and Cho, on the other hand, find that escape from everyday life emerged as
the strongest factor explaining smart speaker use (Lee and Cho 2020, p. 1150). In
a study by Pridmore and Mols regarding smart speaker use and perception, users
praised the practicality of the devices due to their hands-free nature, enjoyed using
them, were curious about their features, and integrated their smart speakers into ev-
eryday routines, which further increased device adoption (Pridmore and Mols 2020,
pp. 7–9; see also McCloskey and Bennett 2020, p. 51).

In their study of the domestication of smart speakers, Brause and Blank identify
eight patterns of use: in addition to the widespread pattern of convenience, in which
the smart speaker performs simple tasks such as setting an alarm, and entertainment,
in which, for example, the voice assistant tells a joke, the smart speaker also of-
fers companionship, healthcare, a sleep aid, and peace of mind. In addition, it helps
users to achieve self-control and productivity, and it offers increased access to other
smart devices (Brause and Blank 2020, p. 7). Of course, none of these functions are
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exclusive features of smart speaker devices; rather, they could be obtained through
other technologies. Although other media, e.g., TV or radio, can offer companion-
ship, smart speakers allow for a different degree of reciprocity and something like
a conversation. Following Natale, the novel interaction between humans and AI
challenges the very concept of medium because the machine is the channel and the
producer of communication messages (Natale 2020a, p. 1; see also Natale 2020b).
This places the kind of companionship that can be found in the form of smart as-
sistants on an entirely new level. Reciprocity and availability were identified as key
features of establishing friendship-like bonds with an AI, whereas not being able to
trust and find similarity are hindering this bonding (Brandtzaeg et al. 2022).

Among German smart speaker owners in 2021, people between 35 and 54 years
of age were most strongly represented (26%), followed by the 18–34 age group,
at 22% (Beyto 2021, p. 16). Smart speaker use is lower in older cohorts (Beyto
2021, p. 16). In 2020, the devices were mostly located in the living room (75%), the
kitchen (52%), and the bedroom (47%) (Beyto 2020, p. 44). According to Beyto, in
2020, smart speakers in Germany were primarily used to activate streaming services,
control smart homes, and ask questions, as well as for everyday organization (Beyto
2020, p. 46).

In summary, existing research suggests that smart assistants are generally used
to handle rather simple tasks. More complex tasks and applications are currently
beyond the capabilities of the AI that is available for domestic use.

2.3 Folk theories, media ideologies, and personal epistemologies of the media

To understand how users appropriate smart devices into their everyday lives, com-
prehending how they make sense of media technologies is a requirement. In com-
munication studies, laypersons are considered to hold “specific ideas about how
media work” (Naab 2013, p. 48) and their effects. These so-called folk theories
are neither objective nor experimentally tested, but “they embody cognitive biases
that influence thought and action” (Gelman and Legare 2011, p. 380). Within this
trajectory, following Ytre-Arne and Moe (2021), the notion of “folk theories” bun-
dles the understandings that people draw on in everyday life. Accordingly, “a folk
theory approach centers on revealing the conceptions people hold of how the media
works—that is, their theories” (Ytre-Arne and Moe 2021, p. 810). These conceptions
do not necessarily include actual comprehension of how a technology works and
do not need to be based on correct assumptions. Even if a folk theory, e.g., on the
functioning of AI, is not based on evidence, users will be guided by the assumptions
they have about AI’s functionality and capabilities. Folk theories are typically seen
as rooted in experience (Nielsen 2016; Toff and Nielsen 2018), but because they
can generally be regarded as interpretations of what something (e.g., a social phe-
nomenon, a particular technology, or device) is, what it does, and what it ought to do
(Nielsen 2016, p. 840) they can also go beyond personal experience. Accordingly,
the question of the provenance and constitution and also the transformation of folk
theories becomes a germane concern for researchers.

Within a similar trajectory, Gershon’s related concept of media ideologies can
be defined as “beliefs, attitudes, and strategies about a single medium” (Gershon
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2010, p. 389). Gershon studied how, over time, different media were deemed suited,
acceptable, or out of touch regarding the practice of breaking up (Gershon 2010,
p. 390). She shows how interpretations of what particular media are for and how they
are meant to be used shapes which media were used in particular social contexts.
Compared to the notion of folk theories, Gershon stresses the importance of a media
repertoire perspective when analyzing perceptions of a medium. Folk theories are,
in short, subjective theories from laypeople based on experience and assumptions
about how a medium works, how it should be used, and what it is not good for.
Thus, folk theories focus on knowledge and assumptions, whereas the notion of
media ideologies adds the individual meaning users attribute to a medium, following
a normative approach and analyzing media use as a cultural practice.

Schwarzenegger fundamentally connects with the concept of media ideologies
but expands it to adopt a more holistic view of individual “sensemaking of media
in the world” (Schwarzenegger 2020, p. 365). Ytre-Arne and Moe (2021) have con-
cluded that many studies examining folk theories or similar concepts—especially in
the context of HCI studies—have focused on certain technologies or contexts of use
and have not attempted to situate the user experience and sense-making strategies
within broader media contexts. However, following Schwarzenegger (2020, p. 365),
we argue that, to fully understand how and why users act on media, it is necessary
to analyze the underlying beliefs and attitudes related to media—the personal epis-
temologies of the media (Schwarzenegger 2020, p. 365)—in an integrated fashion,
beyond media or technologies alone. Thus, by analyzing personal epistemologies of
the media, we can inquire into the folk theories smart speaker users hold about their
devices but approach smart speaker use as individually meaningful practice, one
influenced by factors beyond technology- and media-related experiences alone. The
concept of personal epistemologies allows us to include the entire process of sense-
making about media, i.e., perceptions and beliefs about manufacturers, which goes
beyond the technology itself but still affects its use. Personal epistemologies consist
of a variety of dimensions (e.g., attitudes, knowledge, assumptions, folk theories,
previous experiences, and worldviews) and therefore cannot be grasped entirely.
Rather, we aim to identify key principles with which to characterize smart speaker
users’ individual and complex sensemaking of media in the world, as Schwarzeneg-
ger (2020) showed in his analysis of media news repertoires.

2.4 Research on users’ perception of and sensemaking regarding smart
speakers

It is plausible that average users have only vague ideas about how smart voice
assistants work. Indeed, the exact functioning of AI remains barely comprehensible
behind the speaking interface (Burrell 2016, p. 1). This is why Alizadeh et al. (2020)
investigated folk theories about AI. Their results show that laypeople have varied
expectations: some associate AI with machine learning, others only associate it with
automatization (Alizadeh et al. 2020, p. 5). These users “do not have the appropriate
knowledge when it comes to the implementation, which can lead to unrealistic
expectations from the technology and disappointment when these expectations are
not met” (Alizadeh et al. 2020, p. 5). A larger body of studies exists on folk theories
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of algorithms, showing that users have many assumptions and ambivalent feelings
about algorithms (e.g., Bucher 2017; Eslami et al. 2016; Lomborg and Kapsch
2020; Rader and Gray 2015; Siles et al. 2020; Toff and Nielsen 2018; Ytre-Arne
and Moe 2021). However, these studies have not contextualized folk theories of AI
or algorithms within broader patterns of media use and repertoires.

Allowing a smart assistant in your home requires a certain level of trust that
no harm is likely to result from living with it. However, research has found that
it can be difficult to trust an AI, because it is constantly changing and evolving
through ongoing learning processes (Ferrario et al. 2020, p. 527; see also Glikson
and Woolley 2020). Also, smart speakers have repeatedly attracted attention in the
german public discourse on AI, frequently in relation to data protection issues (see
e.g. Adorján 2021; Fuest 2019; Reichelt and Hegemann 2019). Smart speakers
are thus also subject to normative evaluations: in 2020, almost 60% of Germans
agreed that smart speakers may pose as a risk to their privacy (Beyto 2020, p. 7),
and the devices had a poor image as compared to other technologies (Beyto 2020,
p. 29). However, a follow-up study from Beyto, in 2021, implied that people now
tend to think in a more positive way about smart agents and their AI. In studies
from Malkin et al. (2019, p. 257) and Lau et al. (2018, p. 11), users were not
greatly concerned about their own privacy; rather, they expressed concerns about
the generation of data from secondary users, such as children (Malkin et al. 2019,
p. 264). In an analysis of the end-user agreement for Amazon Echo, Neville has
shown that the terms and conditions are not understandable to a layperson (Neville
2020, p. 343). Consequently, users can scarcely know what opportunities and risks
they are taking by using a smart speaker and, thus, must act based on what they think
to know and believe to be true. In a study by Lau et al., users show a diffuse trust
toward companies regarding data generation and “an incomplete understanding of
the privacy risks” (Lau et al. 2018, p. 21). Given this uncertainty about privacy, users
develop “protective routines” (Pridmore and Mols 2020, p. 9), such as using the mute
function. However, some users seem to experience a lack of controllability on the
part of smart speakers regarding privacy protection (Lau et al. 2018, p. 17; Pridmore
et al. 2019, p. 128). Overall, users are resigned to what they see as the inevitable
generation of their data in the digital environment, explain they have nothing to
hide, believe their data are uninteresting, or agree to a privacy-convenience trade-
off because, for them, the benefits of the smart speaker outweigh privacy concerns
(Lau et al. 2018, pp. 13 and 19; Pridmore et al. 2019, p. 129).

In summary, current research shows that users prioritize the practicality of the
devices over privacy concerns, while non-users stress infrastructural or privacy issues
(Lau et al., 2018, p. 18; Liao et al. 2019, pp. 107–108; Pridmore et al. 2019, p. 130;
Pridmore and Mols 2020, pp. 5–7). Also, potential users and non-users interpret
“the convenience that household IPAs [Intelligent Personal Assistants] can offer in
everyday life as a risk to lose autonomy and to become dependent on technology
platforms” (Pridmore and Mols 2020, p. 8). Pridmore and Mols note that European
respondents are more aware of the generation of their data by smart speakers and
other Internet-of-Things devices than US respondents (Pridmore and Mols 2020,
p. 9). This heightened reported awareness can also be indicative of how critical
public discourse regarding privacy concerns and data protection issues resonates
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in folk theories and personal epistemologies of European (potential) users. The
personal epistemology framework allows the incorporating of data protection and
data security attitudes and traditions into cultural contexts and asks how general
attitudes toward big tech, dataveillance or data capitalism, even though it is not
directly about smart speakers, affects the (non-)use of such devices.

The works cited demonstrate how closely intertwined the (non)use of smart speak-
ers and the users’ sensemaking can be, especially regarding privacy. To understand
the personal sensemaking of (former) smart speaker users and investigate the con-
nection between communication with smart speakers, i.e., smart speaker use and
users’ interpretations and sensemaking processes, this study pursues the following
research question:

RQ2 Based on what epistemological grounds do people make sense of their smart
speakers, and how do these affect smart speaker use?

By addressing these two guiding research questions, this study illustrates why and,
relatedly, how people (do not) use smart speakers and on which epistemological
grounds they make sense of that use. By analyzing users’ complex sensemaking
process, this study can provide insights into what kind of interlocutors smart speakers
are for users and what role a new AI-driven media technology assumes in people’s
media repertoires. Our study integrates previous findings on smart speaker use and
perceptions but also extends it by contextualizing smart speaker use within a media
repertoire perspective and individual sensemaking processes.

3 Method

In this qualitative study, we analyze the use of and interaction with smart speak-
ers and related personal epistemologies exploratively. In-depth-interviews with nine
(former) smart speaker users in Germany were conducted by the first author. The
participants all had experience in smart speaker usage because they owned or had
owned a smart speaker themselves or had lived in a household with at least one
smart speaker. The informants all come from the circle of acquaintances of the first
author and were recruited via theoretical sampling (Strauss 1998, p. 70) because
this study is based on Grounded Theory (Strauss 1998). Having this in common,
the interviewees were recruited via maximum variation sampling and snowball sam-
pling (Draucker et al. 2007, p. 1142). The main characteristics of the sample can
be found in Table 1. At the time of the interviews, seven participants used their
smart speakers, two had stopped using them, and one of those two had even sold
their device. Thus, experience with smart speakers on the part of nine individuals
could be analyzed while including the perceptions of two former users. To ensure
a high level of variation within the sample, participants additionally varied regarding
the following criteria: how they had come to own a smart speaker, the number of
smart speakers owned, the smart speaker model and its manufacturer, housing situa-
tion, daily routines and everyday life, occupation, educational background, age, and
gender. Informants were between 24 and 69 years old, four of them were female,
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Table 1 Main characteristics of the sample

Pseudonym,
Gender,
Age

Occupational
Status

Living
Situation

Smart Speaker Special Information on Diffu-
sion

Marie, f, 24 M.A. student
communication,
works in social
media marketing

Family
house with
father and
brother

1 Amazon
Echo

Received smart speaker as
a present from her partner,
Emre

Emre, m, 24 High school
diploma, appren-
ticeship, works
in retail

Single
household

1 Amazon
Echo Show

Wished for a smart speaker
after having used the one at
Marie’s place

Lea, f, 25 M.A. student
geoinformation,
writing her thesis
at a company

2-room-
flat with
partner

1 Apple
HomePod
(sold)

Moved in with her partner,
who owned a smart speaker;
they sold the device after a few
months

David, m, 27 M.A. eco-
nomics, works in
digital consulting

3-room-
flat with
partner

1 Amazon
Echo

Received smart speaker as
a present in a contest

Max, m, 29 M.Sc. industrial
engineer, works
in marketing and
sales

3-room-
flat with
partner

3 Amazon
Echoes

Bought 3 smart speakers after
having used one in a holiday
apartment, recommended de-
vice to parents (mother: An-
drea)

Nadine, f, 44 Secondary
school certifi-
cate, housewife

Family
house with
husband
and 3 chil-
dren

5 Amazon
Echoes

Her husband bought the devices

Andrea, f, 59 PhD Mathemati-
cian, works in
IT

Family
house with
husband

2 Amazon
Echoes

Son Max recommended device
to them; they asked for it as
a present from him

Klaus, m, 63 PhD, retired
mechanical
engineer

Family
house with
wife

1 Amazon
Echo

Bought the device but is not
using it anymore

Jens, m, 69 Secondary
school certifi-
cate, retired
salesperson

Two-party-
house with
wife

3 Amazon
Echoes, one
of which is an
Amazon Echo
Show

Bought the devices

and five were male. Additionally, one interviewee provided insights into the smart
speaker usage of her children and elderly father.

The interviews took place between June 15th and July 28th, 2021, most of them
in an online setting, and lasted about an hour. Because media use is embedded in
people’s daily lives, some general information about the individual’s living situation
was collected at the beginning of the interview. Then, the interview focused on the
participant’s media use over time, especially their smart speaker use, within a media
repertoire perspective and examined related beliefs, perceptions, and expectations.
Finally, the participants were asked to share some general thoughts about AI. All
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participants received compensation in the form of a small gift worth about five
Euros.

With permission, each interview was digitally recorded and then transcribed. To
protect the privacy of participants, pseudonyms have been used. In line with the
principles of Grounded Theory, we began transcribing and analyzing the interviews
while we were still recruiting more informants. Thus, we were able to reflect on the
collected data and include new questions throughout an iterative research process.
We ultimately had nine informants.

The analysis involved open, axial, and selective coding until theoretical saturation
was reached (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Tracy 2010). After reading all transcripts
carefully, we coded each transcript line by line in the open coding phase to “crack the
data open” and identify concepts. In the axial coding and selective coding phases, we
developed the codes into larger concepts and categories, returning to all interviews
repeatedly, and finally analyzed the categories’ relationships to one another. We
arrived at the point of theoretical saturation when no new codes emerged from
the material, and the data were condensed into the six theoretical core categories
that we present below. These explain the epistemological grounds based on which
individuals navigate their media repertoires and make sense of their smart speakers.
The core categories can be divided into two groups: first, there are four sensemaking
principles showing that smart speakers are not reliable assistants or companions
to users, despite the way in which the manufacturers market them. These four
categories are (1) comfortable insignificance, (2) forced simplicity, the interpretation
of smart speakers as (3) controllable infants, and a desired limitedness (4) . On
the other hand, we found two further sensemaking principles showing that, at the
same time, smart speakers are also not merely any device for the users; rather, they
are attributed with interpretations that differ from the sensemaking for other media
within the users’ repertoires. These two core categories we found are (5) occasional
humanization and (6) exploitative presence. The six core categories describing the
personal sensemaking of smart speaker use, along with general contextual findings,
are presented below.

4 Findings

We identified six core categories as key action-guiding principles that illustrate the
relationship between the informants’ everyday smart speaker use and the interpre-
tations they make. These categories help to explain how and based on what episte-
mological grounds people use smart speakers and navigate their media repertoires.
The epistemological principles are interrelated and activated situationally, with some
being dominant and others rather dormant in individual blends. For this reason, the
way the sensemaking of smart speakers translates into use is ambivalent and some-
times even contradictory. To us, this represents a strength on the part of the insight
gained because it highlights the fact that human beings are often not rational, logi-
cal, or consistent in their reasoning and actions. These contradictory actions can still
be explained by the folk theories and epistemologies people have. As explained in
the literature review, individual sensemaking and media use are closely interwoven
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and dependent on one another. Following this view, smart speaker use and related
sensemaking must be discussed together. We present the core categories of personal
epistemologies (RQ 2) integrated with findings on the use of smart speakers (RQ 1)
to illustrate people’s varied, sometimes paradoxical, realities of media use.

In order to contextualize the interviewees’ smart speaker use and sensemaking,
respondents’ media use is presented below within the general findings. Also, the
participants’ media repertoires and the smart speaker’s role within these are briefly
described, referring to RQ 1 of this paper. The reasons for the smart speakers’
role within media repertoires become clear in the second section, concerning users’
communication with smart speakers and related sensemaking. This section points
out when and how smart speakers are used, referring to RQ 1, and what identified
guiding principles of personal epistemologies are related to that usage, referring to
RQ 2.

4.1 General findings

High interest in media technology. The respondents show a medium to very high
interest in media technologies and software. In addition, most are enthusiastic about
media technology innovations, observe the market, and follow trends. The intervie-
wees describe that it is important to them to keep up with the times and be informed
about the latest software and hardware. Consequently, the sample of the present
study can be described as quite tech-savvy overall. Exceptions did not choose the
smart agent themselves but, rather, came in contact with it through a proxy, sug-
gesting that smart speakers have yet to diffuse into average households. Within the
sample, Jens is the most innovative because he expresses a high level of interest in
media technologies, lives in a highly connected smart home environment, and was
an early adopter of innovations in the past. In contrast, Nadine is the least tech- and
innovation-driven user within the sample. She only encounters new media technolo-
gies through her husband, her general media and smart speaker use is limited to
a few simple tasks, and she seems more comfortable with analog media.

High centrality of digital media within repertoires, but smart speakers usually
have a peripheral role. The relatively strong interest in media technologies within
the sample is accompanied by the fact that the participants’ media repertoires con-
sist almost exclusively of digital media. Analog media, e.g., newspapers or books,
may still be present in printed form, but they have a low level of relevance in reper-
toires and are increasingly being replaced by digital alternatives. The most central
technology in the media repertoire of all respondents is the smartphone. Other key
media in the informants’ repertoires are laptops and tablets, followed by TVs. Three
respondents own a smart watch2, two have a gaming station, and two use a Kindle.
For most interviewees, the smart speaker does not play an important role within their
media repertoire. When, during the interviews, they were asked to rank their media

2 Marie also says that she would like to buy a smartwatch as soon as she has the financial means to do so.
David owns an outdoor watch, which differs from a smartwatch in some of its functions. For reasons of
simplicity, it is also referred to as a smartwatch in this paper.
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according to their importance, the smart speaker typically scored low. This was the
same regardless of how the respondents initially obtained their smart speakers. Two
users eventually stopped using the devices because they did not fulfill a relevant
function. Additionally, respondents recurrently expressed privacy concerns, which
lead to restricted use, e.g., not having a smart speaker in the bedroom or, in Klaus’s
case, ceasing the use of the device entirely. Overall, smart speakers are not central
but, rather, peripheral in media repertoires. The reasons for this can be found in the
users’ sensemaking of smart speakers.

4.2 Users’ communication with smart speakers and related sensemaking

The relationship between users and smart personal assistants is complex, and users
have very ambivalent, sometimes contradictory, perceptions and interpretations re-
garding AI and smart speakers in particular. Users appear to perceive smart speakers
as an entity between object and subject (see Pradhan et al. 2019, p. 15). In the fol-
lowing, we present the four core theoretical categories showing that, to the users,
smart speakers do not appear to be friends, reliable companions, or beings with
identity and agency.

(1) Comfortable insignificance: smart speakers are mainly just speakers.
Firstly, in daily life, Alexa and Siri are not used for pleasant conversations. Smart
speakers do not appear as a “buddy” or a daily companion who is almost a friend.
Rather, users mainly perceive smart speakers as devices that can play music and
have voice control. Thus, they use them for the basic function of listening to music.
For example, Emre gave his girlfriend, Marie, a smart speaker because she did
not own any other speakers. Lea and her partner sold their device because they
were not satisfied with the sound quality. After losing its primary utility, the smart
speaker could not maintain a relevant or desirable function in their media repertoire.
Apart from listening to music, the respondents mainly use smart speakers to hear
summaries of the weather forecast or the news or for setting timers and alarms. The
smart speakers’ voice-control is handy because users are often busy with another
activity, e.g., cleaning or cooking, when giving their smart speaker commands (skip
or repeat songs or adjust volume). Still, regarding RQ 1, smart speakers are used
mostly for tasks informants consider simple. They could easily be substituted for by
other technologies or a slight change in practice. Regarding RQ 2, smart speakers
are perceived as handy devices for simple needs and small routines. Interaction with
smart assistants is convenient (Brause and Blank 2020, p. 7) but not considered very
meaningful by the participants.

(2) Forced simplicity: smart speakers are not smart enough. Voice control pro-
vides comfort; however, informants reported several problems with their devices,
mainly due the smart assistant’s lack of intelligence. Technical problems such as
the smart agent not reacting when being called go hand in hand with the general
perception of smart assistants as often being “too stupid.” That is why Andrea states,
“I reckon that, when I’m doing some research on the Internet, I’m a lot more suc-
cessful than any smart assistant.” Nadine describes her young children asking Alexa
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questions such as “Why is water blue?” which the device was not able to answer
properly. Also, smart assistants are neither empathetic, nor do they have social intel-
ligence. For example, during several interviews used in this study, the participants’
smart assistant began to speak because it was activated by its name, not understand-
ing that the user was only talking about the device and was not intending to use it.
In this situation, Max appeared to be annoyed and spoke to Alexa in an unfriendly
tone. Other informants also reported being annoyed, e.g., when their smart assis-
tant talked for too long. The lack of intelligence can make communication with
them “stressful” (Marie). Max explained that communication with smart assistants
would be more enjoyable for him if they appeared less like a device (with technical
problems) and more like an intelligent assistant:

I think you wouldn’t do that [speaking in an aggressive tone] if it was more like
a smart buddy next to you that is making sense of things [i.e., commands]. [...]
But when you realize that two devices are somehow making sounds, you’ll
become more decisive.

Here, it becomes clear that the smart speaker is not an intelligent companion for
Max, despite how corporations present these devices. Users therefore do not seem to
see a smart speaker as an intelligent everyday helper, an assistant, or even a friend.
The smart speaker is unmistakably a technical device that, like all technologies, can
malfunction. In summary, referring to RQ 1, it can be said that, when experiencing
a malfunction or a lack of intelligence, users become frustrated and switch from
smart speakers to other technology within their media repertoire, e.g., performing
a Web search on another device or controlling audio players manually. However,
the frustration and somewhat strident tone adopted when telling the device to stop
a failed effort to perform a task signals two tendencies regarding RQ 2 and users’
epistemological grounds: first, users expect more smartness and opportunities for
interaction, and frustration stems from this deflation of expectations and experience.
Users are forced to limit themselves to a very simple use. Second, users’ interactions
with the smart devices are not merely functionalist but emotionally colored. The un-
satisfying experience of communication with the AI for smart speakers may explain
why the respondents think smart assistants are quite harmless, although they know
the potential AI offers for the future.

(3) Controllable infants: smart assistants are still harmless. Although all par-
ticipants own or have owned a smart speaker and widely describe themselves as
technology lovers, they see AI critically and express ambivalent feelings in this re-
gard: “I see AI in a positive light, first of all. It can help a lot. But it can also do a lot
of harm” (Klaus). Lea even articulated a dystopian future with regard to AI, in which
it might control humankind. Only Andrea and Marie show pure optimism about AI
and a potential future with it. These positions are less indicative of an actual insight
into the workings and current level of AI performativity; rather, interpretations are
shaped by a variety of factors. However, although smart speakers make use of an
AI, the respondents are quite relaxed about the devices. Compared to the possibili-
ties that AI in general seems to offer, they experience the AI of smart assistants as
harmless: “When I interact with Alexa [...], it makes you realize how far away you
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still are [from a strong AI] and how stupid it actually is—still (laughs)” (Marie).
Emre therefore describes the smart agent as sort of a “newborn artificial intelligence
being.” As a result, regarding users’ personal epistemologies of the media, it can be
stated that the respondents’ attitudes and worldviews about AI in general are am-
bivalent. Some participants can articulate well-thought-out opinions about AI and its
potential and seem quite well informed. Concerning smart speakers’ integrated AI,
however, participants do not see any potential for harm in their intelligence, because
they are perceived as quite stupid. If an AI was to rise to world domination, it would
clearly not be the one they own now.

(4) Desired limitedness: users do not want their smart assistants to have agency
or control. However, even if smart speakers were reliable and more intelligent,
we found that users do not want their virtual assistants to have too much control or
agency. On the contrary, in regard to RQ 1, informants often switched to another
device when doing something more important and meaningful. The reason for media
switching in this case lies in the users’ sensemaking, as we aimed to reveal in RQ 2.
Because interaction with smart assistants is voice based, smart speakers appear
insufficient and/or unsafe for specific tasks. For example, when making a purchase
on the Internet, the informants reported having the wish to also see3 what they are
buying. They would rather complete the purchase with a click, not with a spoken
word.

I would never do online shopping via Alexa, never say [...], “Alexa, put this
and that on my shopping list,” and somehow, I also find it [...] a bit scary to
make such a transaction [...], without [...] pressing the button myself with my
hand [...], like, “buy now.” (Marie)

In addition, the informants criticized smart assistants for their selection of sources,
for example, when reporting the news4 or googling something.

Alexa would give me a preselection of news media [...]. Also, I’m much faster
and more effective when I [...] search for [...] it by myself, and yes, some
things [...] are also more fun to look up [...] by myself [...]. (Max)

In summary, the situations described here are moments in which the artificial voice
assistant takes away its user’s agency. They are activities that require conscious
engagement with content and therefore are more important to the user than, for
example, switching off the light or setting an alarm. If activities such as making
a purchase or researching the news are performed via smart speakers, the smart
assistant takes considerations, decisions, and actions away from the user. This is
perceived as disturbing by the informants. We thus conclude that the user’s need for
autonomy conflicts with the purpose and characteristics of intelligent voice control,
e.g., delegation of control over a task, which can motivate media switching. This

3 Only two interviewees owned an Amazon Echo Show, i.e., a smart speaker with an integrated screen;
however, one of those respondents felt the screen was without purpose.
4 Most participants liked their smart assistants to provide a short summary of the news, but when they
wanted more information, they switched to another medium.
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limits the range of use of smart speakers to simple, small tasks that would require
little cognitive effort if performed by the users themselves.

These findings suggest that users do not to want Alexa and Siri to be their friendly
daily companions. Rather, they expect smart assistants to be unobtrusive and discreet.
Analyzing smart speaker use patterns, media switching, and personal epistemologies
in an integrated fashion, it becomes clear that smart speakers are mostly not deemed
an important element within media repertoires. They appear as a nice-to-have device,
a fancy gimmick that makes some things easier and, therefore, simply must function
properly. However, our study shows that users do not see smart speakers as devices
like computers, smartphones5, or TVs. A smart speaker is not a friend or sentient
being and is not perceived as a distinct personality, but it is also more than any other
device. This underscores how emotionally driven and sometimes paradoxical the
users’ epistemologies regarding smart speakers are. In what follows, we present two
core categories of personal epistemologies showing that, in some situations, smart
speakers are more than just any device to their users.

(5) Occasional humanization: smart assistants as interlocutors. Firstly, users
do not refer to the devices by calling them “smart speakers.” Rather, they use the
smart assistants’ names, i.e., “Alexa” or “Siri.” When talking about their smart
speakers, they sometimes use adjectives such as “stupid,” “clever,” and “funny,”
which are generally used to describe subjects but not objects. This shows that, to
some extent, smart speakers and their integrated AI are being humanized. Users
reported that the smart assistant doing something completely wrong or delivering
an absurd answer may be a source of amusement. Also, testing the limits and
boundaries of the smart assistant, for example, by asking impossible questions,
attempting to embarrass the assistant, or provoking reactions through inappropriate
language are amusing practices that have been reported (e.g., from Emre) and show
that AI is not treated purely functionally. Consequently, within a limited scope,
smart assistants can become occasional social interlocutors, at least for elderly,
lonely, and/or physically disabled people, such as one informant’s father. She gave
her father a smart speaker so that he could ask Alexa about the weather or the
news, which he could not easily find out by himself due to his ocular disorder.
The tasks assigned to smart speakers—which are mundane for most users in the
sample—may become more important for people with disabilities because they can
make an otherwise tedious task easier for them to perform. In addition to the smart
speaker being handy for people such as the informant’s father, he was also now
able to ask the smart assistant to tell him a joke when he felt lonely, his daughter
reported. Even if the father’s experience is reported secondhand, it is indicative
of the daughter’s sensemaking, who sees it as a help and support for her visually
impaired father.

5 Although smartphones do have smart assistants as well, most interviewees reported not using them. It
appears that smart speakers are more associated with voice-control than smartphones (or tablets or note-
books) are. This could be due to the fact that smart speakers are advertised especially because of the
intelligent voice-control, while smartphones and other devices with smart assistants are not.
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(6) Exploitative presence: selective criticality and pragmatic trust in data pro-
tection. The fact that smart speakers are not seen in the same way as any other
device is also evident when analyzing participants’ general perceptions of smart
speakers’ existence: users perceive smart speakers as more present in the room than
other devices. Marie compares the presence of a smart speaker in a room to the
presence of a pet. Along with the folk theory that smart speakers record everything
their users say and may sell the collected personal data, some interviewees reported
not wanting smart speakers in their bedroom, although they owned several other
smart speakers, e.g., in the living and dining rooms. A personal epistemology that
is not constantly or generally critical but, rather, is so only in specific situations
is what Schwarzenegger describes as selective criticality (Schwarzenegger 2020,
p. 370). In addition, many interviewees are aware of potential privacy risks when
using a smart speaker, but their wish for carefree everyday use leads to a pragmatic
trust (Schwarzenegger 2020, p. 370) in the devices and their manufacturers; i.e.,
users tend to trust technologies on at least a pragmatic level because, otherwise,
maintaining use would cause a permanent cognitive struggle: “I want to believe that
I am not being tapped; therefore, I believe that I am not being tapped” (Emre).
In line with other research, users claim they have nothing to hide, think their data
is not interesting to anyone, or show digital resignation (Draper and Turow 2019)
and surveillance realism (Dencik and Cable 2017), meaning they realize their data
are collected anytime they are being digitally active and react with resignation and
a sense of powerlessness. Users recognize the privacy-convenience trade-off (Lau
et al. 2018, p. 13): “At the end of the day, there are also people behind this (i.e.,
smart speaker companies) who earn their living with it” (Jens). All this is very close
to the complicated trust relationship between users and smart speaker companies
described by Lau et al. (2018, p. 1). It shows that smart speakers are more than just
a simple device with voice-control, because they have a special presence in a room.
Users think about what smart speakers may hear, leading to the question of what
the smart speaker is allowed to know, as well as the question of how to manage the
use and placement of the device.

To sum up, with regard to RQ 1, we find that smart speakers are mainly used for
simple tasks and basic functions, such as that of an audio amplifier. The voice control
is considered handy; however, voice interaction also reveals the limited smartness of
the AI. Smart speakers play a rather peripheral role in most users’ media repertoires,
and to perform more complex or meaningful tasks, users switch to other media.
Regarding personal epistemologies, as queried in RQ 2, we note that users see smart
speakers as a handy but shady gimmick, rather than as a reliable and trustworthy
companion. They perceive interaction with them as not very meaningful but, rather
easy to substitute for. With this being said, we found several indications that users
perceive smart speakers not as just any device. Rather, they engage in complex,
ambivalent, and sometimes contradictory sensemaking with regard to AI in general
and smart assistants in particular. Although most of our informants declared that
their smart speakers were not important to them, their use was still emotionally
and morally charged. We therefore argue that smart speakers are neither friends nor
simple devices for users. This is in line with a study by Pradhan et al., which shows
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that the perceptions of the devices “fluidly move between human and object like
perceptions” (Pradhan et al. 2019, p. 15).

5 Discussion

In this study, we analyzed how people use smart speakers and based on which
epistemological principles they make sense of that use. We identified six theoretical
core categories that help explain smart speaker users’ practices and perceptions of
living and communicating with an AI-driven media innovation. The media repertoire
perspective, in conjunction with the personal epistemologies framework, allowed
for an integrated perspective on user practices, folk theories, media ideologies, and
sensemaking processes regarding the smart speaker in comparison to other media
(see Gershon 2010; Nielsen 2016; Schwarzenegger 2020; Ytre-Arne and Moe 2021).
Also, this perspective helps combine experience and practice with knowledge or
beliefs nourished from various sources, as well as how they translate into action. Our
results support previous research cited in this paper but also extend current studies
by integrating factors that have previously been researched in mutual isolation. We
are positive that research along this trajectory can increase our understanding of the
epistemological grounds on which media innovations are adopted into repertoires,
when and how they are maintained within them, and how they can impact the
(re)configuration of the repertoire over time.

All in all, we found that smart speakers, in their current form, are typically
considered too stupid or at least not smart and reliable enough to be a friend or
dependable assistant, but nonetheless, their special presence makes them different
from other media within the repertoire. Users exhibit ambivalent interpretations,
which were presented in the form of six interrelated action-guiding epistemological
principles that are activated in different blends depending on the context. They point
to a complex, situational, and sometimes even paradoxical sense-making on the
part of smart speaker users, which adds up to the complicated trust-relationship
that Lau et al. (2018, p. 1) found smart speaker users have with their devices and
manufacturers regarding data security. The analyzed smart speaker use is relatively
similar to that Brause and Blank (2020) and Lau et al. (2018) describe, but with this
study being the first to identify the role of smart speakers within media repertoires,
our perspective highlights the fact that the smart assistant is treated differently than
other technologies, which are neither held accountable for malfunctions nor elicit
emotional responses, as AI does. The users’ sensemaking explains the peripheral
role smart speakers assume in media repertoires. As Ytre-Arne and Moe found for
folk theories of algorithms, smart speaker users also experience their smart agents as
confining, practical, reductive, intangible, and exploitative (see Ytre-Arne and Moe
2021, pp. 814–819). Smart speakers are considered practical due to intelligent voice
control, but at the same time, they are confining and reductive because, for example,
they pre-select information for their users and are unable to offer a diversity of
content. As with Ytre-Arne and Moe (2021, pp. 814–819), participants experienced
the devices and their use of generated data as intangible, which strained their trust in
smart speakers and their manufacturing companies. Accordingly, respondents’ folk
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theories partially paint the devices and the companies behind them as exploitative.
Regarding data protection, users are insecure, show digital resignation (Draper and
Turow 2019) and surveillance realism (Dencik and Cable 2017), and express various
folk theories regarding what happens with their data. However, this distrust and
caution were not present all the time. Users must at least pragmatically trust that
nothing bad will happen because of maintaining smart speakers in their repertoires.
We therefore conclude that the individual sensemaking and use or non-use of smart
speakers because of data security can partly be explained by pragmatic trust and
selective criticality (see Schwarzenegger 2020).

Of course, our study has several limitations. Firstly, due to the very high level
of education and the low average age of 40.4 years, the admittedly small sample of
the present study is indicative of the core group of smart assistant usership but not
exhaustive of all user segments. For instance, more elderly or impaired people may
have to rely on AI to complete tasks because they cannot substitute and switch so
easily. The companionship provided by Siri or Alexa could have a different meaning
for people experiencing loneliness. Children may more easily suspend disbelief and
imagine the AI to be an actual being. All this remains to be explored. A greater
variety of personal epistemologies and folk theories could have been found by
including a larger number of non-users in the sample. However, non-users may not
yet have elaborated folk theories or any other epistemological grounds regarding
communicating and living with an AI. Thus, there is a difference between non-
users actively choosing not to use (based on personal epistemologies) and non-users
who simply have not thought about using. As with any other self-report data, there
could be biases. For instance, informants may over- or underestimate how humanely
they treat the AI and how they talk to it in a natural setting. Thus, it would be an
important addition to observe an actual interaction with the speaker over some time.
Also, users may overemphasize the peculiarities of their smart speakers in contrast
to other devices when prompted to and elaborate on epistemologies they would not
otherwise report. Still, even if some sensemaking is only reported for the interview,
these reports help to unveil the underlying perceptions, ideas, and attitudes linked
to the use of smart speakers and how these are gradually shaping patterns of usage.

It is striking how morally charged the use of smart speakers is for many. Most
informants associated the devices with a privacy risk, raised the issue on their own
during the interviews, and seemed to feel the need to justify their smart speaker use.
In part, this can be explained by the critical media discourse that some respondents
referred to. Future research could investigate the public discourse on smart assistants
and reveal the extent to which the devices are portrayed as a privacy risk. Compar-
isons between folk theories and personal epistemologies regarding smart assistants,
in conjunction with public discourse about the potentials and perils of AI, should
also be informed by transnational and transcultural research collaborations.

Because the technology is likely to improve over time, it is also likely that folk
theories regarding smart assistants will evolve. However, we deduce that, for future
smart speaker adoption, whether smart assistants will be successfully interpreted as
relevant aids or even considered suitable and trustworthy companions, beyond basic
functions and simple tasks, will be crucial. This will determine whether we imagine
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ourselves using a suspicious device in the future or interacting and communicating
with a machine assistant, a confidant, or maybe even a digital friend.
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